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Senior Restoration Biologist 
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Project Type: (Check one) 
Development of improved information for resource management, including stock 
assessment; data acquisition & scientific understanding of limiting factors. 

 

Habitat restoration; rehabilitation or improvement. X 
Enhancement of wild stock production through low technology techniques.  

 
Project Location: 
Various stream crossings in the Southern BC Interior. 
 

 
All Funds in Canadian dollars 

1.  Total PSC Funding spent of funds requested:              $38000.00 
 
2.  Other Funding:  

In-kind and cash from a variety of sources including Ministry of 
Transportation, landowners, Environmental Farm Plan, Ducks 
Unlimited 

 $121082.42 

Total Other Funding:  $121082.45 

 
3.  In-kind Contributions:  (estimated value) 

DFO project coordination, technical support, equipment , travel, 
cash 

 $61173.11 

Total In-kind Contributions:  $61173.11 

 
Total of Other Funding & In-kind Contributions:  $182255.55 

 
Total Project Cost:  $220255.55 
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Project Background 
 

Culverts have long resulted in creating barriers to both adult and juvenile fish 
passage.   Several culverts have been identified, DFO staff, First Nations and 
Community Group members, in the BC Interior as requiring passage 
improvement.   Through partnership with the obstruction’s “owner”, passage 
conditions can be improved to restore access to several kilometres of habitat 
for salmon - primarily Coho, Chinook, and Sockeye.   Due to the large area of 
habitat that becomes accessible, the cost effectiveness of passage projects is 
often very high with little or no on going maintenance requirements other than 
routine monitoring to ensure physical stability of the improvements and the 
continued passage of fish.    
 
The offending culverts can often be improved with minimal work, typically 
baffling, as per the Land Development Guidelines, and/or downstream rock 
weir(s).   Similarly constructed weirs originally used for irrigation or industrial 
diversion that limit passage can often be removed and/or rock weirs installed 
downstream to improve access and stabilize the potential bed load movement 
upon removal.   Where these options are not feasible small fishways for both 
adult and juvenile passage are another alterative. 

 
The culverts identified are primarily located in areas where the Interior Fraser 
River Coho, which have been listed as endangered under COSEWIC, are 
impacted.   Habitat change has been identified in the draft recovery strategy as 
a threat to Coho.   In particular fish access into historically available main 
channel habitat has been restricted or denied through the construction of 
physical barriers, low flow conditions and channel aggredatation   in addition 
other plans, such as the Water Use Plans and Strategic Plans that have been 
developed on watersheds where BC Hydro facilities have impacted fish habitat, 
identify passage improvements to previously accessible habitats as an effective 
form of restoration. 
 
Culvert passage improvements are a relatively inexpensive way of increasing 
the available habitat for fish.   Often a $10 to $20k investment will provide 
access to kilometres of main stem and tributary/off-channel habitat so the cost 
per unit is less than $20 per lineal meter habitat assuming a kilometre is re-
accessed.   This is compared to over $200 per lineal meter of off channel 
habitat, assuming it is even physically feasible to create such habitat on a 
system. 

 
The obstructions have been identified through various sources such as DFO 
staff, community group members and First Nations.   In many areas restoration 
works, such as off-channel projects, have been undertaken downstream of 
these barriers.   By providing passage past these structures it will be possible 
to continue with restoration projects upstream where the need and potential 
have been identified. 
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Project Objectives 

 
Objective # 1 : 
 

Improve fish passage where there is currently impassable structures exist to 
re-gain access to previously accessible habitat. 

 
Objective # 2 : 
 

Increase the stewardship of the culvert/weir “owner” and with the surrounding 
community and First Nations through partnering. 

 
Project Summary 

 
There are several obstructions to fish passage as a result of culvert and 
vertical weirs in the southern BC interior.     
 
The majority of culvert passage problems fall into two categories: 

• Too steep of a gradient through the culvert itself resulting in high 
velocities or; 

• A significant drop at the outlet (e.g.  greater than 0.3 m). 
 
Ideally, the ultimate solution for impassable culverts is removal and, if a 
crossing is still required, replaced with a suitable bridge.   Unfortunately, bridge 
replacement is often a cost prohibitive measure, and is often not practical 
particularly if the culvert has several years of service still expected from it.    
 
For steeper gradient culverts, baffles can be installed to improve the hydraulics 
with in the culvert for fish by introducing resting pools.   “The Land 
Development Guidelines for the Protection for Aquatic Habitat” provide a 
recommended design for baffle layout which has proven effective in culverts 
modifications to date.   As part of the design process it is ensured that the 
culvert still has sufficient capacity for the system with the baffles installed.   
With smaller culverts these can be very difficult to install particularly if they are 
of significant length, though there are retrofitting baffle sleeves that are 
available on the market. 
 
Where a large drop exists at the outlet of the culvert, it is often possible to 
install rock weirs to re-establish the channel grade to improve culvert outlet 
conditions for fish.   It must be ensured that rock is sized appropriately for the 
system and that the weirs are constructed at a suitable height in order to 
prevent the existing banks from being overtopped and that the culvert capacity 
is not impacted from the resulting backwater effect to improve passage through 
the culvert does not prevent design flows from being transported.   The weirs 
are constructed bank to bank and have a gradual slope, 20:1 is preferred, on 
the downstream face.   The roughness, created by the larger rocks, on the 
surface of the downstream slope improves passage conditions further.    
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Figure 1  Typical design information is provide from the Fish Habitat 

Rehabilitation Procedures in Watershed Restoration technical Circular No.  9 
published by the Watershed Restoration Program MELP and MoF, 1997 

 
Sites completed this year using PSC funds for partnershipping include: 

1. Wansa Creek 
2. St. Laurent Creek 
3. Lanes Creek 
4. Deadman River 
5. Cache Creek 
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Wansa Creek 
Highway 16 Fish Passage Improvements 

 
Construction: March, 2008 
 
Location:  40 km east of Prince George on Highway #16 at Wansa Creek 
 
Drawings:  DFO drawing # 241007.dwg (Figure 1page 3) 
 
Partnerships 
 
British Columbia Ministry of Transportation     $41,107.45 
British Columbia Ministry of Transportation – In Kind Support  $  8,500.00 
Pacific Salmon Commission – Southern Boundary Fund   $16,245.54 
Carrier Lumber In Kind       $  1,675.00 
Fisheries & Oceans Canada       $  5,033.99 
Fisheries & Oceans Canada – In Kind Support    $22,400.00 
        TOTAL  $94,961.98 
 
Background: 
 
A 4355mm x 4818mm x 42 meter long meter vertical ellipse multi plate culvert having a 
gradient of 0.3% conveys Wansa Creek under Highway 16.  Due to high outfall velocities 
from the culvert, the streambed has degraded and created a 0.35 meter drop in water 
surface at the culvert outlet (photo 1 & 2) 
 
This drop limits fish passage into the culvert, and high uninterrupted internal flow within 
the culvert adds to the challenge for fish to migrate through this structure.  In the spring 
of 2001, six low profile steel expansion weirs were installed within the culvert to assist 
juvenile fish passage through this structure.  This work was completed with the intent to 
carry out further work below the outlet of the culvert to improve fish passage above this 
structure. 
 
In the fall of 2007, Fisheries & Oceans Canada carried out a topographic survey to 
acquire site information enabling the design of a Newbury style rock weir to resolve the 
0.35 meter drop out of the outlet of the culvert (Figure 1 page 3).  This rock weir is 25 
meters long, and has a 0.8 meter drop along its length.  The crest of the rock weir was 
designed to be 0.4 meters above the outlet invert of the culvert.  This stabilized the 
culvert outlet pool, which is now backwatered through the culvert.   
 
Construction: 
 
Construction of the rock weir took place February 24th to March 12th 2008.  Construction 
during this time period was deemed to have the least impact upon the aquatic 
environment, as it is the low flow period.  As this was outside the preferred work window, 
special measures were put into place to address stream sensitivities.   
 
In order to carry out the work in isolation of the flow in Wansa Creek, a temporary 
diversion channel was excavated along the right bank.  This channel was then lined with 
coco matting geotextile, in order to prevent mobilization of sediment within the newly 
excavated channel (photo 3).  A 3 foot Aquadam was then placed across Wansa Creek 
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at the upstream end of the weir construction to divert Wansa Creek into the temporary 
diversion channel (photo 4).  A second 3 foot Aquadam was placed across Wansa Creek 
25 meters downstream from the first to isolate the worksite at the lower end of the 
construction (photo 6).  A 6 inch trailer mounted pump was used to de-water the isolated 
worksite in preparation for excavation and rock placement (photo 7).  During excavation 
and placement of rock, sediment laden discharge from the pump was discharged 
through an 80 meter hose directed away from the left bank and into a low gradient snow 
filled area.  From there the water slowly dissipated through the snow and to ground 
pockets before returning sediment free back to Wansa Creek. 
 
Fish salvage efforts were carried out on Wansa Creek within the area of isolation (photo 
5).  Minnow trapping and electro fishing techniques were utilized, but no salmonids were 
caught or seen.  Using the presence of invertebrates as a guide, the isolated area was 
generally unproductive, possibly relating to some gravel compaction at the upstream 
end, changing to looser gravel/cobble substrate area further downstream and under the 
cut banks on the left bank.  Note that the cold water temperature and early timing of the 
work made fish capture difficult; however there was no indication that this was an over 
wintering area for salmonids. 
 
In order to have a sufficient depth of rip rap within the rock weir, much of the weir cross 
section was excavated, side cast and leveled above the high water mark on the left 
bank.  Some of this excavated material was also used to build up the gravel bar on the 
right side to prevent Wansa Creek short circuiting around the right side of the newly 
constructed weir. Five hundred cubic meters of rock was brought to the site from a rock 
cut on Highway 16 one kilometer east of the Wansa crossing.  The rock varied in size 
from 0.1 meter to 1.3 meter.  The rock was dumped over the shoulder of Highway 16 
and accessed from the bottom of the slope with excavators, which cast the rock several 
times to place within the weir (photo 8).  Approximately 10 large anchor boulders were 
left projecting approximately 0.5 meters above the weir, providing flow diversity 
throughout the weir (photo 10).   
 
Rip rap armoring was used to stabilize the downstream end of the culvert outlet pool.  
Logs with root attached were incorporated into this rock for habitat complexity (photo 9).  
Approximately 6 loads of rip rap remain on site for expected maintenance work on the 
weir after the first freshet. 
 
Upon completion of the weir construction, the Aquadams were removed and the 
temporary diversion channel blocked using bulk bags and then filled back with 
excavated material.  Five hundred live willow stakes were incorporated into the backfill 
on disturbed areas including the gravel bar on the right, the diversion channel prior to 
backfilling, and within the newly armored left bank.  Seeding, further planting and rehab 
work will take place later in the spring.  
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Figure 1 
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Photo 1 Outlet of Wansa Creek at 4355mm x 4818mm x 42m long multi-plate vertical 

ellipse culvert passing under Highway #16.  Note 0.35m drop in water 
surface at outlet, limiting fish access. 

 
Photo 2 View of Wansa Creek below multi-plate culvert under Highway 16 prior to 

construction.  Rock weir will be constructed on the reach of creek in the 
center of photo in order to eliminate the 0.35m water surface drop out of the 
culvert.   
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Photo 3 Crew installing bio-degradable coco matting geotextile within newly 

excavated temporary diversion channel to reduce mobilization of sediment 
when flow is introduced.  The coco matting is secured using rebar stringers 
and candy-cane shaped rebar anchors, as well as 10 inch spikes with fender 
washers. 

 
Photo 4 First of two - three foot Aquadams being filled across Wansa Creek; this 
one at the upstream end of the weir location.  The Aquadam diverts Wansa Creek into 
the temporary diversion channel (out of sight to left), isolating the worksite where the 
weir will be constructed. 
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Photo 5 Crew breaking ice to access minnow traps placed the previous day to 

capture any fish within the isolated reach of Wansa Creek.  Electro fishing 
technique was also used to salvage any fish from isolated worksite.   

 
Photo 6 Temporary diversion channel (lower and left) conveys Wansa Creek around 

isolated creek bed (center right) where excavator is removing gravel to 
prepare for placement of rock for weir.  Note the second of two – three foot 
Aquadams (right); this one isolating Wansa Creek at the downstream end of 
the worksite. 
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Photo 7 View of the upstream end of construction site, with 6 inch trailer mounted 

pump (red to left of excavator) pumping up sediment laden water from 
isolated work site and diverting it into low gradient area (upper left) for 
settling.   

 
Photo 8 Excavator constructing rock weir.  Note Wansa Creek diverted into coco-matting 
lined temporary diversion channel on the right
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Photo 9 Completed rock weir with woody material incorporated into rip rap bank 

(center) for habitat complexity within culvert outfall pool. 

 
Photo 10 View of newly completed rock weir, looking upstream from the bottom end.  

Note large boulders protruding, which will give flow diversity through the 
weir. 
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St Laurent Creek at Six Mile Creek Road 
Fish Passage Improvement Project 

 
Location:   Six Mile Creek Road at Paxton Valley Road 13.5 km northwest of 

Falkland  
 
Partnerships:  Fisheries & Oceans Canada (DFO) 
   B.C. Ministry of Transportation (MoT) 
   Pacific Salmon Commission – Southern Boundary Fund (PSC) 
 
Reference Material: DFO Drawing 180907.dwg/11x17 
   Summit Environmental Report – Reference # 561-30.01 
(Appendix A) 
 
Costs:   MoT Materials & Equipment $51,200.00 
   MoT In Kind Contribution  $  5,000.00 
   DFO  In Kind Contribution  $  6,300.00 
   PSC Equipment Rental  $     400.00 
     TOTAL:  $62,900.00 
 
Background: 
 
Over the past 12 years, DFO has been working in partnership with MoT to improve fish 
passage through highway structures adversely impacting fish migration.   
 
There were three 900 mm diameter by 9 meter long corrugated steel culverts conveying 
St. Laurent Creek under Six Mile Creek Road (see Photo 1 page 3).  These undersized 
structures had a history of plugging up with sediment and debris, and of being 
overtopped during high flow in St. Laurent Creek.  Due to their uninterrupted length and 
inability to retain stream substrates, internal water velocities within these structures 
created less than desirable and even impossible conditions for fish passage especially 
for juvenile fish. 
 
An assessment of the hydrologic and fisheries factors affecting St. Laurent watershed 
was carried out by Summit Environmental Consultants Ltd and it was recommended that 
an 18 meter long by 3050mm wide by 1600mm Armtec Mini-Span II be installed at this 
location (see Appendix A).   This is a bottomless structure, which will allow for a semi-
natural substrate through the structure.    
 
DFO carried out a detailed topographic survey of the site for the purpose of determining 
grades and alignment of the new structure.  This information revealed that the structure 
could be reduced in length by 5 meters to a length of 13 meters.  This design would 
allow for a smaller stream area impacted by the installation of this structure and road 
footprint (see Figure 1).   
 
Construction: 
 
MoT carried out the on-site coordination of this new stream crossing installation.  DFO  
provided the environmental monitoring and carried out fish salvage & sediment control 
for this construction.  This installation took place between October 15 to October 26, 
2007.  Figure 1 (180907.dwg/11x17) details topographic features and design criteria for 
this stream crossing.   
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Construction was carried out in isolation by diverting ST. Laurent Creek into two 
temporary 600mm by 16m long diversion pipes installed adjacent to the existing culverts 
(see photos 2 & 3 pages 3 & 4).  This allowed the instream work to be completed with 
minimal generation of sediment into St. Laurent Creek.  The mini-span culvert was 
installed on a foundation of crushed rock, and rip rap armoring  at entrance and exit 
headwall slopes.  As the new structure is higher in profile, the road grade was also built 
up approximately 0.6 meters to allow for adequate cover over the new structure.  The 
following pages include a drawing showing details of this new structure (Figure 1) as well 
as photos that highlight the replacement of this structure. 
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Figure 1
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Photo 1 View of downstream outlet of St Laurent Creek culverts prior to replacement.    

Photo 2 View from upstream end of site showing installation of crushed rock footing and substrate 
(center left)  in preparation for placement of mini-span.  Sandbag berm (foreground) diverts St. 
Laurent Creek into twin 600mm diversion pipes (center right) around worksite, enabling 
isolation of sediment.   
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Photo 3 View from downstream end of site showing installation of crushed rock footing and substrate 
(center) in preparation for placement of mini-span.  St. Laurent Creek is diverted through twin 
600mm pipes, exiting back into the creek in the middle left of photo.  A 3 inch trash pump (left) 
removes sediment laden water from isolated worksite and   discharges it into dry back channel 
where it drains to ground. 

Photo 4 Compaction of mini-span structure.  The road grade had to be built up approximately 0.6 
meters to allow for adequate cover over the new structure. 
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Photo 5 View from downstream end of newly installed mini-span structure.  

Photo 6 Looking downsteam at new crossing on St. Laurent Creek, with raised road grade and newly 
installed mini-span structure in center of photo.  
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APPENDIX A 
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Lanes Creek  
Culvert Removal and Stream Bank Restoration 

 
Location:   6055 Westside Road approximately 14 km’s from Kamloops  
 
Dates:  March 25 - 26, 2008; final completion: May 2, 2008   
 
 
Partnerships and contributions:  

Engineering Technician (Patrick Cochrane):  3 @ 
$400/day  
Restoration Biologist (Sean Bennett):  1 @ 
$350/day 
Habitat Technician (Sheldon Romaine):  1 @ 
$300/day 

Fisheries & Oceans 
Canada (DFO) 

In Kind Costs 

Junior Biologist (Rebecca Rozander):  2.5 @ 
$250/day 

Pacific Salmon 
Commission (PSC) 

Material Costs 125 BN erosion control matting (coco matting 
geotextiles) $175.36 

 Contractor’s Fee Cost associated with materials supplied and 
excavator time:  $6,903.75 

Landowner (Tom 
Dey & David 
Stenberg) 

In Kind Labour 
and Equipment  

Transportation costs associated with culvert 
removal and area clean up: $600.00 

 TOTAL COSTS 
(including in 

kind 
contributions)

$10,154.11

 
 
Project Background: 
Fisheries and Oceans Canada identified a set of culverts located on Lanes Creek approximately 150 meters 
downstream of Westsyde Road to be a potential limitation to juvenile fish passage and rearing habitat.  This 
is due to the present condition of the culverts (as seen in Photo 1) which includes inadequate backfilling 
between the structures, leaving them less than secure within the stream channel.  There is also a 0.2 meter 
drop from the culvert outlet and the potential for high uninterrupted internal pipe velocities, as well as a 
vulnerability to annual plugging during spring freshet.   
 
Lanes Creek is considered to be a productive tributary of the Thompson River essential for both juvenile 
Coho salmon as well as many other species utilizing the watercourse.  Upon interest in the project, Fisheries 
and Oceans Canada discussed proposed solutions for the removal of the culvert.  Both landowners were 
contacted and individually approached to gain approval on the proposed work.  Full consent was given 
before the commencement of this project took place.      
 
 
Project Construction: 
Removal of the twin culverts was initiated by Fisheries and Oceans Canada by the placement of a small 
poly/rock dam approximately 15 meters upstream from the culverts.  A small sump was dug for the pump 
intake; water was then pumped from the upstream side of the dam to approximately 20 meters below the 
culverts to allow for isolation of the creek during the culvert removal.  This set up can be seen in Photo 2.  
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Once the creek was pumped down fish salvage was attempted, with 20 rainbow trout recovered in total.  
Fish size ranged from approximately 3 centimetres to 15 centimetres in length.  The fish were eventually 
released downstream from the culverts.     
Initial excavator work was conducted from the South East side of the creek removing the farther culvert first, 
then the closer of the two.  Once the culverts were removed, willow whips and coco matting was placed at 
the base of the excavated stream banks to help with sediment control, stream bank stability, and riparian 
cover, as seen in Figure 3.  Rip rap was then placed on top of the coco matting and extended to just beyond 
the willows.  Lastly the upper edges of the stream bank were rounded and levelled off, then seeded with 
grass. Figures 4 & 5.  
 
The following pages include drawings depicting the culvert de-activation construction plan as well as 
pictures of the pre-existing culvert, construction during its removal, and the subsequent stream bank 
restoration. 
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Photo 1: An upstream look at the culvert prior to removal.  Due to improper placement and lack of backfilling, 
annual maintenance is required to prevent the space between the structures from clogging and backing up 

adequate water flows. 
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Photo 2: A small dam and pump isolate the work site prior to culvert removal.  Water is pumped 

from above the dam to approximately 10 meters downstream from the culverts.    

 
Photo 3: Placement of Willow whips along stream bank edges. 
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Photo 4:  Coco matting is placed so it covers Willow and is then coved with rip rap. 
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Photo 5: Lanes Creek Culvert Removal Completed May 02, 2008 
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Deadman River 
Resistivity Counter Juvenile Passage 

 
Fabrication: July 2008 
Installation: pending August/September 2008 
 
Costs:   DFO  In Kind Contribution  $15,000.00 
   DFO  Fabrication Contribution 
   Other Partner Installation (pending) $  7,000.00 
   PSC Fabrication   $     400.00 
     TOTAL:  $62,900.00 
 
 
Background: 
In 1998 a concrete resistivity counter was constructed to improve Steelhead, Chinook, and 
Coho adult counts on the Deadman River.  Allowance was made for a juvenile fishway to be 
installed adjacent to the river right abutment but to date had not be completed.   
 
Construction: 
Design and fabrication of a Steeppass fishway was undertaken in partnership with DFO Real 
Property Services and Resource Restoration Unit.  An aluminum structure was designed and 
sent to bid with the successful bidder of Beaver Manufacturing.  The structure was completed 
July 28, 2008.   
 
The structure is designed for juvenile salmonid passage and excludes adults.  Adults are 
excluded as it is not desirable to impact the fish counter results. 
 
Installation will be undertaken in partnership between DFO, BC MoE, and the Skeetchsn 
Indian Band.  The structure will be installed as per the installation drawings that were 
developed with allowance for some field modifications for fit.  It is expected to be installed by 
the end of September 2008. 
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Photos showing the fabricated fishway preparing to be transported to the Deadman site. 
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Sketch showing the fishway as intended to be installed at the site.
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Cache Creek 
Fish Passage Project 

Installation of Newbury Weir Contract 
 

Location:  Cache Creek at Highway 97, Cache Creek, BC 
Dates:  June - July 2008 
 
Costs:   MoT Materials & Equipment $  6,000.00 
   DFO  In Kind Contribution  $  5,000.00 
   PSC Equipment Rental  $  1,500.00 
     TOTAL:  $ 12,500.00 
 
Background: 
 
Over the past 10 years, Fisheries & Oceans Canada and the BC Ministry of Transportation 
(MOT) have partnered together to remedy fish passage issues at many sites in the BC 
Interior.  
 
A 2720mm x 1730mm x 32m long corrugated steel pipe arch conveys Cache Creek under 
Highway 97.  Due to hydraulic effects at the outlet of this culvert, there is a 0.32m drop in 
water surface elevation at the outlet of this culvert.  This situation limits passage of some 
juvenile fish as they migrate upstream in search of better rearing habitat.  The overall 
objective of this project is to allow migrating juvenile and adult fish to gain unobstructed 
access to the abundant fish habitat upstream of this culvert.   
 
In order to remedy this fish passage obstruction, a Newbury style rock weir was constructed 
for installation at the downstream end of this culvert.  This will eliminate the 0.32m head drop 
at the outlet of the culvert and restore fish passage into and through this structure. 

 

  
Figure 1 - Looking upstream at culvert prior to works. 
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Figure 2 - Looking upstream at culvert after completion. 

 

   
Figure 3 - Isolation of work site and fish salvage 

         
 

 
Figure 4 - Placing rock for weir construction. 
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APPENDIX 1 
SUMMARY OF PSC 
EXPENDITURES 
 
VENDOR NAME TRN DESC  AMOUNT  

BURNABY BAG & BURLAP LTD. 
600 Sandbags, 14x30 - PSC Wansa Creek & Other Diversions, 
Burnaby Bag & Burlap Ltd.  $     283.50  

NAHANNI CONSTRUCTION LTD Extras as a result of site conditions & weather -$  8,012.50  
NAHANNI CONSTRUCTION LTD Extras as a result of site conditions & weather  $  6,367.63  
NAHANNI CONSTRUCTION LTD GST  $  2,005.50  
NAHANNI CONSTRUCTION LTD Extras as a result of site conditions & weather  $  8,012.50  
NAHANNI CONSTRUCTION LTD Additional costs for line 8  $     960.05  

NAHANNI CONSTRUCTION LTD 
F1651-070039 Wansa Creek Fish Passage Improvements - 
Construction  $      40.00  

NAHANNI CONSTRUCTION LTD GST:  Additional cost for line 9  $      48.00  

PHOENIX TRAFFIC CONTROL SERVICES 

Fees for flagging services (2 persons).  It should be noted this is a 
ceiling price agreement with unit prices.  Hourly rates are $24.00/hr & 
approved OT at $33.00/hr  $  3,840.00  

PHOENIX TRAFFIC CONTROL SERVICES GST  $     245.57  

PHOENIX TRAFFIC CONTROL SERVICES 

ETV rate to be calculated at weekly quoted rate of $600.00/week to a 
maximum of 2 weeks or prorated to daily rate if full week not used plus 
mileage @ $0.50/km to a ceiling price of  $  1,070.27  

 
LAYFIELD PLASTICS-INDU//COCHRANE PATRICK//M/C Freight for 
Aqua Dam - Wansa Creek//Acquisition Card - cartes d’achat  $     460.00  

 
LAYFIELD PLASTICS-INDU//COCHRANE PATRICK//M/C Freight for 
Aqua Dam - Wansa Creek//Acquisition Card - cartes d’achat -$     460.00  

 

FERMCO RENTAL & SALES//COCHRANE PATRICK//M/C Aug/07 
Rental - Discharge Hose 3 - 25', Duteau Smolt Pond//Acquisition Card - 
cartes d’achat for completion of fishway and weir installation(multi year 
project)  $     123.66  

 
UNITED RENTALS #5016#//COCHRANE PATRICK//M/C Oct/07 St. 
Laurent Cr. - Pump Rental//Acquisition Card - cartes d’achat  $     207.81  

 
UNITED RENTALS #5016#//COCHRANE PATRICK//M/C Oct/07 St. 
Laurent Cr. - Pump Rental//Acquisition Card - cartes d’achat  $     207.79  

 

UNITED RENTALS #5016#//COCHRANE PATRICK//M/C Oct/07 St. 
Laurent Cr. - PST credit on Pump Rental//Acquisition Card - cartes 
d’achat -$      25.75  

 
CAT THE RENTAL STORE #//COCHRANE PATRICK//M/C Mar/08 
Pump rental - Wansa Creek//Acquisition Card - cartes d’achat  $     366.14  

 

CAT THE RENTAL STORE #//COCHRANE PATRICK//M/C Mar/08 
PST credit from previous invoice #21114971-001//Acquisition Card - 
cartes d’achat  $     135.21  

 

CAT THE RENTAL STORE #//COCHRANE PATRICK//M/C Mar/08 
Pump & hose rentals - Wansa Creek, PST was charged in error - will 
receive a credit of $135.21 PST//Acquisition Card - cartes d’achat -$  2,603.34  

 

CAT THE RENTAL STORE #//COCHRANE PATRICK//M/C Mar/08 
Pump & hose rentals - Wansa Creek, PST was charged in error - will 
receive a credit of $135.21 PST//Acquisition Card - cartes d’achat  $  2,603.34  
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CAT THE RENTAL STORE #//COCHRANE PATRICK//M/C Mar/08 
PST credit from previous invoice #21114971-001//Acquisition Card - 
cartes d’achat -$     135.21  

 Journal Import Created -$     879.65  
 Journal Import Created -$  5,155.84  
 Journal Import Created -$  9,421.18  

 
RONA HOME CENTRE #6131//COCHRANE PATRICK//M/C Feb/08 
Utility Knife - Wansa Creek//Acquisition Card - cartes d’achat  $        9.66  

 Journal Import Created -$        9.66  
 Journal Import Created  $        9.66  
 Journal Import Created  $     879.65  
 Journal Import Created  $  9,421.18  
 Journal Import Created  $  5,155.84  
 Journal Import Created  $     701.45  
 Journal Import Created  $      33.22  
 Journal Import Created  $     283.50  
 Journal Import Created  $      73.61  

 
MR G. STORE #7//COCHRANE PATRICK//M/C Feb/08 Wansa Creek - 
Fuel - pump//Acquisition Card - cartes d’achat  $      15.79  

 Journal Import Created -$      33.22  

 
MR G. STORE #7//COCHRANE PATRICK//M/C Feb/08 Wansa Creek - 
Fuel - pumps & generators//Acquisition Card - cartes d’achat  $      17.43  

 
CUSTOM HOSE & FITTINGS//COCHRANE PATRICK//M/C Feb/08 
Pump fittings//Acquisition Card - cartes d’achat  $      24.44  

 
CUSTOM HOSE & FITTINGS//COCHRANE PATRICK//M/C Feb/08 
Pump fittings//Acquisition Card - cartes d’achat -$      24.44  

 
LAYFIELD PLASTICS-INDU//COCHRANE PATRICK//M/C Wansa 
Creek - Aqua Dam 3' high 2 50'//Acquisition Card - cartes d’achat  $  2,293.00  

 

LAYFIELD PLASTICS-INDU//COCHRANE PATRICK//M/C GST for 
Aqua Dam - SPA Account - Wansa Creek//Acquisition Card - cartes 
d’achat  $     137.65  

 

LAYFIELD PLASTICS-INDU//COCHRANE PATRICK//M/C GST for 
Aqua Dam - SPA Account - Wansa Creek//Acquisition Card - cartes 
d’achat -$     137.65  

 
LAYFIELD PLASTICS-INDU//COCHRANE PATRICK//M/C Wansa 
Creek - Aqua Dam 3' high 2 50'//Acquisition Card - cartes d’achat -$  2,293.00  

 

NORTHERN HDWRE/FURN530//COCHRANE PATRICK//M/C Mar/08 
Wansa Creek - Thermos Jug - Hot water to thaw pump check valve & 
GST - SPA Acct.//Acquisition Card - cartes d’achat  $      57.73  

 
ESSO 1588 20TH AVE//COCHRANE PATRICK//M/C Mar/08 Batteries 
for Laser level//Acquisition Card - cartes d’achat  $      15.88  

 Journal Import Created -$      73.61  

 
NILEX INC.//COCHRANE PATRICK//M/C Feb/08 Erosion Control - 
Geotextile - Wansa & Lanes Creek//Acquisition Card - cartes d’achat  $     701.45  

 Journal Import Created -$     701.45  
 Journal Import Created -$     283.50  
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WESTSYDE ROAD MATERIALS LTD 

Fees for the supply & delivery of rip rap & excavators for the removal of 
two culverts.  This is a ceiling price agreement with unit prices.  
Excavator Mob/de-mob $100/hr, Excavators on-site ($140/hr), Rip Rap 
($50/cu mt), Labour ($30/hr)  $  5,220.00  

WESTSYDE ROAD MATERIALS LTD GST - SPA Account  $     261.00  

WESTSYDE ROAD MATERIALS LTD 

Amendment #1 Fees for the redistribution of rip rap. This is a ceiling 
price agreement with unit prices.  Mob/de-mob ($125/hr), Dump Truck 
on-site ($115/hr), Hoe on-site ($130/hr)  $  1,355.00  

WESTSYDE ROAD MATERIALS LTD GST - SPA Account  $      67.75  

SID'S CONSTRUCTION LTD Cache Creek Contract - Installation of Newbury Weir  $  4,041.15  

Beaver Manufacturing Deadman - Fabricated Fishway  $11,286.99  

 Total  $38,790.00  
 


